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Welcome to the S-P-E-L-L-I-N-G Bee!

ID Number: ______________________ Name: ______________________

Please write your ID number in the given space on each page.

This is your competition paper. The first page is the instructions page. Each Round
will be explained here in detail. You may return to this page whenever you want to
re-read the instructions for a Round. There are four Rounds to the Spelling Bee. All
Rounds are done alone and silently.

Round One is a multiple-choice exam. For Round One, circle the answer with the
correctly-written word. The definition is provided before every question.

Round Two is a true/false exam. For Round Two, circle T if the word provided is
correctly written. Circle F if the word provided is incorrectly written.

Round Three is an unscramble exam. For Round Three, you have been given a
list of definitions. Beneath the definitions, you will see the word that was defined
with the letters scrambled. Your task is to unscramble the letters and write the word
correctly. The first letter and last letter of each word has been given.

Round Four is a fill-in-the-blanks exam. For Round Four, you have been given a
list of definitions. Beneath the definitions, you will see the word that was defined
with some letters missing. Your task is to fill in the missing letters.

Do Not Flip Your Paper Over Until The Proctor Says So.
Opening Your Exam Packet Early Will Result In

Disqualification.
The best and quickest students may be called to

compete in the Spelling Bee Showcase.

You have 30 minutes to complete the full Spelling Bee.
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Round One – Multiple Choice ID Number: ______________

1) Definition: showing happiness by
making sounds with the mouth and
changing the face to an expression
like a smile.
a) lafter c) laghter
b) laughter d) laughfter

2) Definition: land covered with
many trees, vines, and bushes; a
tropical rain forest.
a) gungel c) jungle
b) jungal d) jungel

3) Definition: something similar to a
dream but one that occurs when
one is awake, and often contains
pleasant thoughts.
a) daydream c) daydrem
b) daidrem d) daidream

4) Definition: an injury, usually a
recent one.
a) woond c) wond
b) wund d) wound

5) Definition: the act of making or
of causing something to exist.
a) kreasion c) kreation
b) creasion d) creation

6) Definition: to catch (someone or
something) off guard; act upon without
giving any warning.
a) surprise c) serprise
b) surprize d) serprize

7) Definition: a type of radio wave with
a high frequency used to heat food
and liquids.
a) mikrovave c) microvawe
b) microwave d) mikrowave

8) Definition: a group or gathering of
people, animals, or things; also the
word for a group of soldiers.
a) troop c) trup
b) trop d) truup

9) Definition: something given to
recognize a win or other
accomplishment; award.
a) trofies c) trophies
b) trophys d) trophes

10) Definition: the top part of a
mountain that rises to a point, or such
a mountain itself.
a) peek c) peak
b) peac d) pack

11) Definition: one who agrees with an
idea, person, or group and wants it to
succeed.
a) supportter c) suportter
b) suporter d) supporter

12) Definition: a person that has taken
first place in a contest or game; winner.
a) champion c) champiun
b) champon d) champin
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Round Two – True/False ID Number: ______________

13) Definition: a piece of clear material, such as glass, that bends light rays
passing through it, such as in a camera or telescope.
lens T / F

14) Definition: something that a person has done or lived through.
experiense T / F

15) Definition: a condition that causes harm to the health of a person, animal, or
plant.
disease T / F

16) Definition: a book with blank pages or empty pockets in which a collection can
be placed, such as photographs.
album T / F

17) Definition: the degree of heat or cold of an object or an environment.
temperture T / F

18) Definition: the right or power to give orders, make decisions, or control people.
authoraty T / F

19) Definition: a place or structure that gives protection against weather or
danger.
shellter T / F

20) Definition: a mammal with long pointed ears, short front legs, powerful
back legs, and for females, a pouch in their belly to carry their baby.
kangaroo T / F

21) Definition: a musical or dance performance before an audience; recital.
koncert T / F

22) Definition: all of one's possessions taken as a whole, or a part of those
possessions.
property T / F

23) Definition: something done through hard work, courage, or skill.
achievement T / F

24) Definition: a group of people, families, or villages that share the same
language, social customs, and ancestors.
traibe T / F
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Round Three – Unscramble ID Number: ______________

25) Definition: a heavy object that is dropped from a boat or ship by a cable to
keep the vessel from moving.
RAHNCO A______________R

26) Definition: to have stopped working because of old age.
DERETIR R______________D

27) Definition: a serious situation or sudden crisis that calls for fast action.
SREALLUCVIEN S______________E

28) Definition: a long, narrow board on which a person kneels, stands, or lies while
riding the waves.
SUFRRDOBA S______________D

29) Definition: an adult chosen by law to be responsible for the care and
protection of a child.
RGUAIADN G______________N

30) Definition: a condition or fact connected with or having an effect on an
event or situation.
CEUITANCMCRS C______________E

31) Definition: unusual; worthy of being noticed or mentioned.
RMELEKABAR R______________E

32) Definition: a plant, also called a fungus, with a stalk and a cap that looks like
a small umbrella.
RMOSHMUO M______________M

33) Definition: a serious situation or sudden crisis that calls for fast action.
EMRECYEGN E______________Y

34) Definition: a substance needed for the health and normal working of the
body, usually found in food.
ITIVNAM V______________M

35) Definition: having or using a talent; adept.
KLUSIFL S______________L

36) Definition: for something to be surprising in a negative way.
GSOKHICN S______________G

37) Definition: the field of medicine that treats disease and injury by fixing or
removing parts of the body.
RSGRUYE S______________Y
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Round Four – Fill in the Blanks ID Number: ______________

38) Definition: the act of giving entertainment for an audience. (11 letters)

p____rf____rm____nc____

39) Definition: clothing worn to make one look like some other person, animal, or
thing. (7 letters)

c____st___me

40) Definition: the act or process of opposing a force. (10 letters)

r____s____st______nce

41) Definition: something that causes di�culty; to disturb or worry. (7 letters)

tr______ble

42) Definition: things made, or used, for a particular activity. (9 letters)

eq______pm______nt

43) Definition: not ordinary; not common; remarkable. (7 letters)

un___s______l

44) Definition: eager to learn or know. (7 letters)

c___r______s

45) Definition: to take someone by force and hold them to get money. (6 letters)

k___dn___p

46) Definition: to get free; avoid being caught or harmed. ing caught or
harmed.ing caught or harmed. (6 letters)

esc___p___

47) Definition: a person who fights openly and vigorously for a cause. (8 letters)

___ct___v___st

48) Definition: causing great excitement or interest; terrific. (11 letters)

s___ns___t______n___l

49) Definition: any device that uses pressure to stop the flow of blood after a
serious injury. (10 letters)

t______rn___q______t

50) Definition: the part of the body between the chest and the hips, such as
the stomach. (7 letters)

___bd___m___n
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ANSWER KEY

1B
2C
3A
4D
5D
6A
7B
8A
9C
10C
11D
12A

13T
14F
15T
16T
17F
18F
19F
20T
21F
22T
23T
24F

25 - anchor
26 - retired
27 - surveillance
28 - surfboard
29 - guardian
30 - circumstance
31 - remarkable
32 - mushroom
33 - emergency
34 - vitamin
35 - skilful
36 - shocking
37 - surgery

38 - performance
39 - costume
40 - resistance
41 - trouble
42 - equipment
43 - unusual
44 - curious
45 - kidnap
46 - escape
47 - activist
48 - sensational
49 - tourniquet
50 - abdomen


